Dosimetric evaluation of automatic and manual plans for early nasopharyngeal carcinoma to radiotherapy.
To investigate dosimetric differences and plan qualities between manual plans and automatic plans for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) in early stage, and provide better options to maximize the benefits. Sixteen cases diagnosed with early NPC were retrospectively investigated. Conventional step and shoot IMRT with 7-fields and full arc volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) with double arcs were manually generated by experienced planners and automatically generated by Auto-Planning module in Pinnacle3 respectively, such as IMRT manual-planning (mIMRT), IMRT auto-planning (aIMRT), VMAT manual-planning (mVMAT), and VMAT auto-planning (aVMAT) for each patient. Target coverage, organs at risk sparing, monitor units, and planning times were compared and evaluated. All parameters of plans are able to fulfill International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements repor (ICRU) 83 recommendations. Automatic plans are comparable or superior to manual plans without time-consuming planning process. The CI and HI for PTVs are better in aVMAT when compared with aIMRT and mVMAT, but those are similar between aIMRT and mVMAT. Automatic plans not only have superior dose homogeneity and conformity in PTVs, but also have better sparing for spinal cord or slightly reduce the doses received by other OARs, while the VMAT plans have better sparing for brain stem, especially the aVMAT plans. However, Dmax, V30, and V40 of brain stem are similar between aIMRT and mVMAT without significant difference. The monitor units and planning time for treatment plans have been significantly decreased through automatic planning technique. The automatic VMAT plan has greater clinical advantages and should be recommended to a better option for treating NPC in early stage, while automatic IMRT would be preferentially considered instead of manual VMAT.